
The combination of Kevin Berry’s
long experience in the timber
trade and the traditional

craftsmanship of his fellow director Carl
Ingram means Bespoke Pine n Oak can
make high quality furniture of any size in
any style to fit any room – which is
good news for people looking for
something truly unique, and whose
dreams run to the more unusual. 

Only this month, for example,
Bespoke Pine n Oak were
commissioned by a couple
who’d been unable to
find a piece of furniture
they’d spent over a year
looking for – a custom-
made oak bed large
enough to suit their
equally spacious home.
“It was quite a

challenge because any
kind of standard-sized

bed would have been totally lost in the
customers’ enormous bedroom,” says
Carl. “We had to create something that
would be in keeping to the style of the
home, be in proportion to the room –
and be a pleasure to sleep in!”

The result – designed and crafted in
Bespoke Pine n Oak’s on-site workshops
in the centre of King’s Lynn – is a
stunning piece of furniture that gives a
new meaning to super-sized and is a
fitting tribute to the quality of Carl’s

carpentry skills.
Measuring 8ft long by 7ft

wide, the finished bed stands
a full 5ft high at the

headboard (left) and
features impressive 6-inch
oak posts. Bespoke Pine n
Oak also built four 3ft wide
drawers into the base of the

bedframe for a vast amount of
storage space.

It looks fantastic – and thanks to a
specially ordered, custom-made and
heavy-duty mattress that measures no
less than 7ft by 6ft 6ins – it will also
ensure years and years of very sweet
dreams.

If you’re looking for top quality,
individually made and solid timber
furniture of any description, look no
further than Bespoke Pine n Oak. No
matter how difficult you think your
specific requirements might be, and
regardless of odd-shaped rooms or
uneven floors, Kevin and Carl can help
turn your dreams and desires into
breathtaking handcrafted reality. 
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How Bespoke Pine n Oak in King’s Lynn can create and handcraft
the unique piece of stunning furniture you’ve been looking for...

Your dream furniture: if you
can draw it, we can make it! 

Bespoke Pine n Oak: if you can draw it – we can make it!

Taking super-sizedideas and turningthem into beautifullyhand-crafted reality!


